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Learning Outcomes

• To have a better understanding of why people self 
harm

• To have time to explore your own attitudes, values 
and feelings about self harm

• To explore the issues self harming behaviour raises 
for schools

• To have a framework for working with young people

• To be aware of resources that can help



• Do you know the people on your table?

• What is one thing you would like to get 

out of this afternoon?
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How Common Is It?

• UK rates are the highest in Europe

• 1 in 12 young people in UK has self harmed

• 142,000 admissions to A&E per year

• 4 times more females than males self harm

• Rare in children under 12 years old, but is 

reported in children much younger. 

Report of National Inquiry into Self Harm among Young People

Mental Health Foundation 2006

Papyrus 2018



What is Self Harm?



The Self Harm Spectrum

• Refusal to take 

medication

• Overdose of medication

• Swallowing poisonous 

substances and objects

• Burning

• Scalding

• Banging/ Scratching

• Hair Pulling

• Punching Objects

• Cutting



The Self Harm 

Spectrum
• Lack of exercise

• Unhealthy eating

• Overwork

• Lack of sleep

• Extreme sport

• Alcohol

• Tobacco

• Drugs

• Risk taking behaviours



What is Self Harm?

• “Self harm is an expression of acute 

psychological distress, it is an act done to 

oneself, by oneself with the intention of 

helping oneself rather than killing oneself. 

Paradoxically damage is done to the 

body in an attempt to preserve the 

integrity of the mind”

(J. Sutton 1999)



Self Harm – Your Views

• Feelings

• Attitudes

• Values



Why Do Young People Self 

Harm?

Self harm is a symptom rather than the 

core of the  problem and is related to 

underlying emotional and psychological 

pain, distress and trauma.





Individual 

Family 

School 

Community 

What impacts Resilience 



Resilience / Individual Factors

• low mood/anxiety

• an existing psychological or developmental difficulty e.g. 

Asperger's syndrome, learning difficulty difficulty 

communicating

• low self esteem

• poor problem solving skills

• hopelessness

• impulsivity

• drug or alcohol abuse

• confusion about sexuality or feeling different / unaccepted 

(eg if gay, lesbian or bisexual)
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Resilience / Family factors

• unreasonable expectations

• religious/ethnicity/cultural identity dilemmas or conflict

• young carers’ role within the family

• domestic violence

• neglect or abuse (physical, sexual or emotional)

• poor parental relationships and arguments

• depression, deliberate self harm or suicide in the 

family
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Resilience / Social factors

• difficulty in making relationships/ loneliness

• persistent bullying or peer rejection

• racism

• homophobic attitudes or bullying of children 

who think they may be gay, lesbian or 

bisexual

• easy availability of drugs, medication or other 

methods of self harm
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Is self – harm about 

suicide?

People who self-harm are at increased 

risk of suicide, although many people 

do not intend to take their own life when 

they self harm.

Consultation on preventing suicide in England 2011



Other reasons why 

people self 

harm……..
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Communicates 

Level of Distress

• “ I thought if I had injuries, someone 

would realise that things weren’t right at 

home and stop it some how.”



Control

• “ It’s like a control thing. How deep, how 

often, where I cut…it’s all down to me. 

It’s my body and I’ll decide what to do 

with it.”



Obtain Relief from 

Distressing Feelings

• “ If I had a cut on my arm, it takes the 

focus off what I’m feeling. It hurts, but it 

lets me stop feeling the hurt inside me 

which is worse.”



Too bad too bad ( self harm, perhaps why 

sometimes blood instead of tears) by a friend 

My tears well up

Not from my eyes

From deep red rivers

Released by a slice

Drop by drop

They ease the pain

Relief

Silence

Here comes the shame

Black and violent

Twisted vile

Bad bad child

Bad bad child ….Too bad to cry.22

Night screams dreams

Black fear, nearly a tear

No wet solace from these 

eyes

No! Too bad to cry.

Not for me to sob out pain

Continue!

Get up!

Walk again!

Stagger-whimper-curl-in-fear

Shed no tear

Too bad to cry

Too bad to cry



Self Soothing

• “ I like looking after my cuts, it’s the one 

time I can be really nice to myself. Then 

I curl up in bed, snuggle down and go to 

sleep.”



To Influence or Secure 

Help
• “ It gave me an excuse to go to the 

school nurse and be bandaged and 

taken care of”



Groups that may be 

more vulnerable 

• Young People in residential settings

• LGBTQ

• Young Asian women

• Young people with learning disabilities 
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Watch out for SIGNS

• Sleep disturbance

• Isolation

• Giving away possessions 

• No interest in anything

• Speaking of not future 
#eatmovelove (2018)
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Cycle of Self Harm

Negative/difficult 

feelings and 

emotions

Negative effects e.g, 

shame and guilt over 

the self harm.  

Another scar.

Positive effects eg, 

endorphins released and 

tension / negative feelings 

temporarily relieved

Self harming action 

takes place

Build up of tension 

eg, difficulty in 

controlling 

emotionsRELIEF

Fight / Flight/ 

Freeze/ Flock 

Reaction



Focus on schools

• Creating supportive school environments

• What helps prevent self-harm

• Understanding and responding to self harm

• Accessing other agencies
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How do we promote 

emotional well being?



Role of schools in 

promoting mental health / 

emotional wellbeing

• Safe space / Time spent in school

• Universal CAMHS / adults services?

• The new Code of Practice – SEMH as 

an SEN category 



What helps prevention?

• Promotion of EHWB/good mental health

• Focusing on strengths/skills

• Building confidence/self esteem

• Peer support

• Tackling drug use

• Information on mental health issues

• Encouraging young people to talk



As practitioners, what do you 

see your role as being in 

terms of supporting a young 

person who is self harming?

http://cf067b.medialib.glogster.com/media/24/249d074897702a1fa9c022a7f577d6f11e90121130d9bb639d70ddbc01961435/question-mark-puzzle-istock.jpg


Having the conversation
• 1 in 3 teachers, parents and young 

people think they would say the wrong 

thing if approached.

• 45% of young people say that 

conversations with friends are their 

main source of information. 

• 33% say that on-line sources are their 

main recourse.

Cello Group Research 2012



Having the 

conversation



Self-harm and the 

internet

Benefits: 

• Social/peer support

• Some evidence of reduction in DSH



Self-harm and the internet
Risks:

• Hypothesis that sharing DSH experiences online may 

reinforce of the behaviour.

• Many DSH descriptions online emphasise the emotional 

pain and suffering, rather than a recovery orientated 

message. 

• It can be presented as, glamourized, justified, a legitimate 

coping mechanism, and can focus on graphic imagery in 

some cases.

• “Informational” component, e.g. Learn new ways to injure 

or conceal behaviours

• An emphasis on the ‘hopelessness” e.g. an unstoppable 

addiction
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“ Being heard and understood is clearly 

stated by people of the most effective 

way of helping them.”

The Trust for the Study of Adolescence (2004)



Confidentiality



Reasons for Self Harm

• Predisposing factors

• Precipitating factors

• Perpetuating factors

• Protective factors



What might be considered as 

predisposing factors in a 

young person’s life?



What helps? Managing self 

harm in a School

• Policy

• Guidelines for staff

• Procedure for managing self harm

• Support for you

• Access to specialist services



Developing a school 

policy
• Staff need guidance – define roles and 

responsibilities of all staff; ELSA?

• Build ‘time to talk’ into the school day

• Consider designated staff with specific 
responsibilities

• Risk assessment guidance for pupils

• Include strategy for containing spreading of self-
harming behaviour

• Define threshold for referrals to CAMHS

• Ongoing training and support for staff



Alternative Coping 

strategies
• Writing, drawing and talking about feelings

• The rainbow journal: www.selfinjurysupport.org.uk/self-

injury-self-help-ideas

• Contacting a friend, family member, crisis line

• Going to a quiet place and screaming.

• Screaming silently

• Hitting a pillow/soft object

• Listening to loud music. (some music may lower mood).

• Going for a walk/run or other forms of physical      

exercise
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Con…Alternative Coping 

strategies
• Reading a book

• Keeping a diary

• Having a bath

• Looking after an animal

• Drawing red lines on the skin with a washable pen

• Clenching ice cubes in the hand until they melt – this can 

relieve tension red dye may be even more effective

• Elastic band around the wrist and snapping it to cause 

pain. (Although this can be used as a way of self-

harming)
Self-Harm information and suggestions for schools –Bristol NHS 
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Next steps

Identify an action you will take



Where YP can go for help
• Selfharm.co.uk

• Childline.org.uk

• Slefinjurysupport.org.uk

• Samaritans.org.uk

• Youthaccess.co.uk

• Youth2youth.co.uk

• Mind.org.uk

• Nshn.co.uk

• 2BU-somerset.co.uk
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Where you can get 

support

• Youngminds.org.uk

• Papyrus-uk.org. 

• Samaritans.org/stepbystep

• Rethink.org

• Harmless.org.uk
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Free Apps ☺

• Cove

• Booster Buddy

• Blue Ice

• Headspace

• SAM

• Mindshift

• Catch it

• Calm Harm 
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Evaluations and 

thank you


